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Purpose 

 

 To provide the new cadet corporals with insight 

concerning the essential tasks that they should 

instruct 4th Classmen and in enforcing standards 

in their squads. 
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Performance Objectives 

 In a classroom environment cadets will be able 

to list the essential tasks that must be taught to 

a 4th Classman and list the standards they 

must maintain in their squads. 
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Performance Evaluation 

 At the conclusion of this lesson, corporals will be 

able to list the essential tasks that a 4th 

classman must be instructed in. 

 

Corporals will also be able to list the standards 

that all cadets assigned to their squads must 

meet or exceed.  
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Discussion 

 Break out into groups of 4.  With an 

appointed recorder, list 5 things that you 

learned from your corporals last year.   

You have 10 minutes to complete this 

task.  
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 What are the things that you learned from your 

corporals last year? 

 

 

 
 

Discussion 
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Which of these items that we have listed would 

you consider to be essential tasks for success 

as a cadet? 

 

How did knowing these things help you as a 

Knob? 

Discussion 
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One of the primary duties of a Corporal is to instruct 4th 

Classmen in the execution of tasks that are essential to  

their success as a cadet. 

Duty 
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Last year you learned these tasks.   You became 

masters of these tasks 

 

It is now your turn to instruct these tasks and 

make your cadets masters of these tasks. 

Instruction 
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Every task that is instructed must be for the 

purpose of making a 4th Classman the best 

possible cadet throughout their four years at The 

Citadel. 

Instruction 
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1) Are usually veiled under the cloak of “tradition.” 

2) Detract from the essential tasks 

3) Create Unnecessary stress 

4) Detract from the Company accomplishing its mission 

Non-Essential Tasks 
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Why would a Field Artillery Battery Commander spend 

time ensuring that soldiers “blitz” their equipment so that only 

their Battery Letter shows? 

 

 -Does this lead to combat effectiveness?  

For Thought 
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By Definition Tradition is an established practice 

that is passed from one generation to another. 

 
Tradition must have a purpose and lead to mission 

accomplishment. 

 

Tradition is never something that is done behind closed doors 

or in the dark 

Tradition 
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Every Tradition is to support or foster excellence 

in one of The Citadel’s 4 Pillars 
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Knob Essential Tasks 

Military Customs and Courtesies 

Drill 

Accountability 

How to Wear The Uniform 

How to Shine Brass 

How to Shine Shoes 

Room Standards 

Personal Appearance Standards 

Knob Knowledge 

Class Attendance 

Blue Book Standards 

White Book Standards 

Red Book Policies 

Studying 

Physical Fitness (within parameters of Citadel Policies) 

Sign In/ Sign Out Procedures 

Leave Policies 

Course Selection 

Tour of Campus 

Honor 

Intramural Participation 

Punishment System 
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Corporal/Upperclass 

Corporals work with Sophomore, Junior, and 

Senior Privates NOT JUST KNOBS! 

 

The Corporal is to ensure that privates meet or exceed 

the standards. 

 

The Corporal is to ensure that privates continue in the  

established traditions of The Citadel. 
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Citadel Standards for All Classes 

  -Standards of Conduct 

  -Standards of Personal Appearance 

  -Room Standards 

  -Standards of Accountability 

 -Fitness Standards 

  -Academic Standards 
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Leadership 

To ensure that members of all 4 classes meet or 

uphold The Citadel’s Standards requires sound 

leadership. 

 

 Leadership is defined as the art influencing 

others to accomplish organizational goals  
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Leadership Quote 

• “Be an example to your men, in your duty and in private 

life.  Never spare yourself…Always be tactful and well-

mannered and teach your subordinates to do the same.  

Avoid excessive sharpness or harshness of voice, which 

usually indicates the man who has shortcomings of his 

own to hide.”           -General Erwin Rommel 
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For Thought 

In your Break Out groups discuss how you would lead 

sophomore, junior, and senior privates to meet or exceed 

the standard. There are no right or wrong answers at this 

point 

 

You have 15 minutes to complete this task.   

Be prepared to share your ideas. 
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Methods of Leadership 

The Directive Method 

 

Tell the cadet to get meet the standard by a certain time.  

 

This may not reveal the real issue.   
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Methods of Leadership 
The Directive Method 

 

For Instance… 

 

A Cadet has unshined shoes and you direct the cadet to 

have them shined after lunch. 

 

This may not reveal the true problem because… 
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Methods of Leadership 
The Directive Method 

The cadet might have done the right thing and put his other pair of 

shoes in repair for new heels.   

 

You might be setting the cadet up for failure.  If the cadet has 4 classes 

prior to lunch, is your real message to "cut a class and get this done"? 

 

You will lose some respect as you are clearly sending the message that 

having a pair of well shined shoes at lunch is more important than going 

to class, or you do not care about anything else but the shoes. 

   

This method fails to identify the real issues although is very quick and 

still appropriate for some issues.  
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Methods of Leadership 
Directive Inquiry Method 

Use the directive method, but… 

 

inquire if the cadet can meet this requirement.   

 

This is two way dialog.  

 

Getting a commitment from the cadet increases the chance the 

requirement will be met. 
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Methods of Leadership 
Directive Inquiry Method 

If the cadet says he can not meet the requirement due to a full 

morning of classes, you can adjust the requirement to having the shoes 

ready at Dinner formation.   

 

You might learn that his other pair of shoes is in repair. Complement 

him on this good decision.  

 

The cadet will respect you more for this.   

 

This method is slightly more time consuming, but better identifies the 

real issues. 

 

You will earn greater respect for this method. 
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Methods of Leadership 
Comparison Method 

Get the cadet to identify the problem, develop a solution, and commit 

to getting it accomplished. 

 

Tell the cadet his haircut meets the standards, his brass is excellent, 

but have him compare his shoes to the other members of the Squad.   

 

Ask how they compare.  This will allow him to identify the 

problem.  The shoes do not meet the standard.  

 

Ask him what he should do about it.  The answer is clear, shine 

them.  He has developed the solution. 
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Methods of Leadership 
Comparison Method 

Ask the cadet when he can get this done.  

 

He could say he has 4 morning classes and can get it done this 

afternoon. 

 

The Corporal can approve this and tell the cadet that his shoes will be 

re-checked that evening.  
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Methods of Leadership 
Blank Check Method 

The Corporal walks the 3rd Class Private in his Squad and says  "Joe, 

can you help me out with something?".   

 

Joe will say "why yes, of course".  He has just signed the 

"Blank  Check".   

 

At this point, after getting commitment, the Corporal says "Joe, I really 

need to get you shoes looking better, can you do this today. ” 

 

 As Joe already committed, he will likely get this done.  Be sure and 

re-check at the next formation.  Thanks Joe for his support.   
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   Standard does not exist = Standards Failure!  

Know the Standard (Find out what right looks like!) 

   Standard Exists but is not known = Training Failure!  

Train to Standard (Do it the right way!)  

   Standard known but not followed = Individual Failure!  

Follow the Standard (Be the example!)  

   Standard known but not enforced = Leadership Failure!  

Enforce the Standard (Uphold your leadership 

responsibility!) 

 

ACHIEVING THE STANDARD                  
Where is the standards failure? 

The Challenge for Cadet Leaders is clear, concise, and 

without waiver. 


